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EDITORIAL 

That noise you heard last month was the sound of my NEW 
lution being broken I had resolved to be more timely 
the FDCA NEWSLETTERS. To all my old friends. ..THANK YOU 
and loyalty(Not bugging me about when the next issue is 
to my new friends.. .Hang in there; I said I'll send you 
along with a lifetime membership, and I will deliver. 

YEAR'S reso- 
in getting out 
for your trust 
going to arrive) 
five(5) big issues 

THE ANNUAL DISCALOG LIST- (If you aren't on it; send me a sample.) 

BOARDS & 'BEES 	 FLYING DISC MAGAZINE 
1942 Alba SW 	 Box 5211 
Wyorning,Mich 49509 	 Arlington,Va 22205 

BODA' 	 - 
ioo 

i 

CALIFORNIA PROLINE 
217 Helena Ave. 
Santa Barbara ,Ca 93101 

CHAMPION DISCS 
Box 80368 
San Marino,Ca 91108  

HUBEE 
1008' So. Roosevelt 
Tempe,Az 85281 

INNERSPACE FLIGHTS 
Box 470794 
Tulsa,Ok 74147 

MINI SPORT FLYER 
14700 N.E. 29th Place#221 
Bellevue,Wa 98007 

DCW 
Box 125 
Davis,Ca 95617 

DISC IT 
Box 1502 
Santa Cruz,Ca 95061 

Congratulations to RON & KATE for doubling their 
DISC fun. A TIP-0-THE DISC to a great couple, who 
by a combination of GUTS & creativity & hard work 
are making it on plastic 

ORBITORS 000ESSY 
Box 911 
La Mirada,Ca 90637 

DISC SPORTS 
,D_.. 

Amherst,Ma 01004 

THE FACTORY CONNECTION 
Box 970 
San Gabriel ,Ca 91778 

SUN COUNTRY COLLECTORS DISCALOG 
1801 E. Indianola 
Phoenix,Az 85016 

PDGA 
808 Bievins St. UNIT # 3 
Lakeport,Ca 95453 

THE SPORTING GOODS DEALER 
Box 56 
St. Louis,Mo 63166 

SPINCERELY 
3654 Rhodes 
Memphis,Tn 38111 

NOTE: When asking for a DISCALOG be sure to inclose a 20 cent stamp. 

NEXT ISSUE: 	Olympic Discs '84 Style.. .The LID is off TK 

FDCA 
225 Circle Drive 
Las Vegas,Nv 89101 



THE FASTBACK STORY 

Ever since its inception in late 1970 the Fastback has been a bit 
misunderstood. Disliked by virtually everyone, it soon became the 
Edsal of the Wham-o line. The problem being that, like the Edsel, 
it was just slightly ahead of its time. The Fastback is the-brain-
child of the honorable Mr. Gillespie of the 11ihamo  Mfg. Co. The FB 
is characterized by a recessed groove just inside the rim and a cor-
responding bump on the underside. It was designed to be a low prof-:lc-
disc intended to make it a faster-flying Pro used for .the game of Gs. 
Even thouh the early FBs were very unstable, had it not been for a: 
inherent structural weakness of the design, they might have still caught 
on. The weakness caused concentric cracks just inside the rim. Ama-
ingly the original FBs were sold for over two years with this prob1e. 

The original working models were made from unstamped #10 and #15 whi -te 
Pros. These Pros were vac-u-formed over a block of wood into.the Shane 
of a FB. Dick told me he used a flame to soften the plastic. The b -. -.-1 k 
coming from #lOs-. Their performance left much to .be desired. Forturate.v 
at least one fully stamped All-American was made into a FB. Ironical -- -v 
this model worked strikingly well and because of this promise the FE is 
still around today. Although unstable the FB-AA showed flight patterns 
completely unknown up to that time, double even triple inflections and 
floaters you wouldn't believe, and to top it off it was controllable. 
Unfortunately the only thing duplicated in the indigenous PB mold was 
that they were horribly unstable. 

The first run from the FBmold was made in 1971, in white only, and only 
about five were made. They sported a raised platform on the shoulder. 
The idea being it would be easier to hot stamp a flat surface than a 
rounded shoulder. Fortunately this idea was discarded after the first 
'run. The ridges start just inside the platform and cover the entire top 
except for a three and three uarter inch circular area in the middle. 
Just inside the circle are the raised letters FASTBACK FRISBEE with a 
raised spot between each word. In the center of the circle there is.a 
recessed area for the label. This recess protrudes down on the underside 
of the disc. Also on the underside is a Pro style legend c 1971 with a 
U.S.Pat.Pend. The profile looks quite awkward. It takes a steep drop 
just inside the platform and then makes a steep rounded ascent up to the 
label recess. The label recess is the only flat spot on the disc. Also 
there are forty-three ridges. A cross-section of this tooling: 

It is not known how many tooling changes were made before the initial 
regular production run. I have not seen nor heard of any. If there were 
any other toolin g s none were released. 

The first regular production run was made in the latter half of 1971. 
They were all yellow and received a narrow black hot stamp on the shoulder 
The ridges have been reworked, there are now more, 48, and they are smalle 
The circle in the center is three and five-eighths inches across. The 
groove is gradual and the top is mostly flat. It appears like this: 



The engraving FASTBACK FRISBEE still an 	although the spots have been 
removed. The legend is still in the Pro style but has been reengraved 
with a different type lettering. A U.S. Pat. 3359678 and, other Pats. 
Pending has been added to the legend. The label was black with a silver 
background. The names Fastback Frisbee appear in silver lettering along 
with a red profile of a FB. 

The only engraving change during regular production occurred in 1973. 
A trademark legend was added to the underside. It read: 

FRISBEE is a REG. T.M. of WHAM-O MFG. Co. 
-- For To y  Flying Saucers for Toss Games 

Later in 1973 the label was changed slightly. The red FB was replaced 
by the Wham-O explosion logo, also in red. The letters Fastback Frisbee 
were removed from the label. FBs were made in this configuration until 
1974 when because of a lack of sales it was retired from the resale lineup 
and moved to the premium department. 

There were however some prototypes made in early 1974. They were made 
during the centering ring experiment and decoration change of the entire 
Wham-o Frisbee line. The topside engraving was removed. A centering ring 
was added to the underside. Under the trademark legend was added: PAT. 
NO. 3,724,122. The topside engraving was replaced by an oakleaf shape 
hot stamp and FASTBACK FRISBEE hot stamp. Some of these discs received 
the standard narrow black shoulder hot stamp. Although most went without. 
The profile is the same as before. None were released for sale. 

The tool was redone in late 1973 for the New York Premium Show (an out-
growth of which was an order by the Hallmark Card Company for a premium 
to be called the "All Start' by their Springbox Division. However, after 
the first run with gold foil labels, it was changed to starjet because 
CPI already had a disc called the All Star and so the starjet labels were 
pasted over the All Star labels. Look closely around the outer edge 
to see if you have a double label.) 

Inreooling the label recess was removed and a small FBI was engraved 
next to' the puddle on the underide. The trademark legend was changed 
slightly also. It no.w reads: 

FRISBEE is a REG. T.M. of W'l-L&M-O MPG. CO . 
-- For Flying Saucers used in Sport games. 
PAT. NO. 3,724,122 

These were made in white only. 

The profile: 

The next change came in mid 1974 for use strictly as a premium disc. The 
innermost twenty-six ridges were removed, leaving only twenty-two. Thus 
creating a large smooth surface for hot stamping The top has a slight 
curve to it. There were no other engraving changes. They were only mad€ 
in blue, white and orange. This tool replaced another dinosaur the mold 
#26-11 Regular Frisbee as the only premium disc. The Profile is such: 



Right before Christmas 1974 another retooling came about. The center 
section was raised up slightly and made completely flat, to facilitate 
hot stamping. The legend was moved to the center of the underside. The 
underside bump was also made quite angular. In mid 1975'a new mold the 
FB2 was introduced. It was virtually identical to the FBI. Their pro-
files: 

This tool was made in many colors (both molds) and lasted about one year. 

Right before Christmas 1975 the legend was moved again. This time on the 
bump around the edge. The T.M. Pats. and flat flip line are in small prin 
For simplicity I call this type 'TA" engraving. The WHAM-0 FRISBEE PLAY 
CATCH-INVENT GAMES line is in bold print. I call this type "B" engraving. 
Unfortunately none of the FBs.up to this point performed well. 

In early 1976 an attempt was made to remedy the problem. The raised ce.e: 
section was lowered a bit and theshsarp angles of the bump-groove were 
smoother out. The underside was reenraved in the same style as before 
with both type A and B engraving. A profile: 

The problem was solved. This configuration, although slightly unstable, 
was a success. It performs better than all the original prototypes and 
and is now being used by serious players. 

A note should be made here about Mr. Ernie "Fastback-" Wilkerson. Because 
of his efforts the once dormant premium program was quite literally out 
of control. Discs could not be made fast enough to meet the demand. So, 
many new molds were made in a short period of time - 18 to be exact. But 
to my knowledge no mold 2. About March of 1976 Molds 3,4, and 5 surfaced. 
They received type A and type B engraving. 

About the end of April molds #6,7 and 8 were introduced. They too had 
type A and B engraving. There was also a list of all the other flying 
discs made by Wham-o engraved just inside the rim. This is done in bold 
flat print. I call this type "C" engraving. At this time molds 1,2,3,4, 
and 5 received type C engraving also. Molds P9 and #10 showed up about 
the same time. Curiously, they only received type A engraving. To my 
knowledge molds 19 was originally used for foreign hot stamp orders and 
was sent over seas, but recently mold 19 was either retooled, retrtved 
or resurrected and is now used for normal runs. 

Part two of the Fastback Story will continue with the next issue.. 


